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Fusion Plasma and Augmented Reality

Our Vision

To enable one million users to hold a world-class 
fusion experiment in the palm of their hands.

Vuforia
A software package for AR tracking i.e. key-value pair 

association for image targets and 3D CAD models.

Plasma Physics Trading Cards
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Modern smartphones carry magnetometers with 
precision to one tenth of a Gauss.

We propose simultaneously accessing magnetometer 
B-vector and AR positioning X-vector and rotation quaternion 

measurements to dynamically populate any static magnetic field.

This flashlight is a magnet. 
We demonstrate using AR to measure 

a rotation corrected magnetic field
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Scientist and Engineer experience HololensPhysics: W7-X Magnetic Field IsosufracesEngineering: NSTX Plasma Facing Components

Launch website to scale CAD uploads and card creation
Animate 3D models and apply color

Dynamically generate B-field representation
Include interpolation algorithm to smooth B-vector measurements

Trace single-particle orbits in FPS perspective
Expand W7-X surfaces to model magnetic islands

Next Steps
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